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I. Introduction 

One of the problems in operating nuclear reactors is how to reload a core after an 
operational period. The problem where to put fresh fuel in the core and whether to use the 
burned fuel again is generally referred to as the in core fuel management problem. The in 
core fuel management problem may be seen as an optimization problem where the target is 
to get as cheap as possible energy from a nuclear power plant. We first show why and how 
the costs of nuclear energy depend on the reloading strategy. The costs of nuclear energy 
may be written as follows: 

OF* C f t * Cl\ (1) 
<p>re 

In this formula CF is the costs of nuclear fuel, C, the fixed costs like the depreciation on the 
building of the plant and the salaries of the workers, <P> the average power that is 
released in the reactor and T is the time that the reactor is operating. The superscript t in this 
formula means that a quantity is concerned over the total lifetime that the reactor is 
operational (typically thirty years) and in the following no superscript t means that a quantity 
is concerned over one cycle. So T is the cycletime (mostly about one year). 

We can split the objective function into two parts, a first part that is determined by 
the properties of just one cycle and a second part that is determined by the total operational 
time of the reactor: 

OF = S i - + C j . (2) 
<p>r <p>r£ 

The first part we can write as a function of the cycle burnup of the core because < P > T, 
the total energy released during one cycle, is proportional to this cycle burnup. With that the 
energycosts become: 

OF= Si— * SL.. (3) 
EmbmF <P>TC 

Here AmF is the amount of fuel that is burned during one cycle and E„ is the energy that is 
released by burning one kilogram of fuel in the reactor. The product E^nip could be defined 
as the discharge burnup of the reactor. In this latter expression both the average power and 
discharge burnup depend on the fuel distribution in the core and for that are effected by the 
reloading strategy. 

The optimization is a complicated task. What actually has to be done is to check all 
possible reloading strategies by a decent core calculation to see what the discharge burnup 
and the average power are when such a startegy is applied. Calculations on each strategy 
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must be repeated until an equilibrium cycle is reached. In practice this way of treating the 
problem is not practical since the number of possible reloading strategies is too large. 

In this writing a method is studied to avoid the trap of the large number of strategies 
by trying an alternative representation of fuel management strategies based on a simple 
treatment of a nodal method of core calculations. 
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The nodal method is based on the Green function method of solving differential \ 
equations. .Th^ne^gmupjieugonJlux in a system with a-semree may be written as follows 

• (x) = JcPr' Gir.r')SU') (4) 

where G(r,r') is the Green-function characterizing the environment where the flux is to be 
calculated. This integral over infinitesimal volumes dV can be discretisizcd into a summation 
over n finite nodes: 

<t> = GK$ (5) 

where K is a diagonal matrix containing the infinite multiplication factors in the different 
nodes. The product Ktf> represents the source term. This discretization is done in general in 
nodal codes. In case the neutron flux in a reactor core is to be calculated, the number of 
nodes is usually of about the number of fuel elements. 

This system of equations has only a non-zero solution for <f> when this system is 
dependent so when the determinant of the system is equal to zero: 

ll - GK\ = 0. (6) 

This equation is called the criticality condition of the reactor: a stable flux solution exists, 
so the core must be exactly critical when this condition is satisfied. 

In this model we assume that the reactor is kept critical by a homogeneous poisoning, 
which means mathematically that the criticality condition of the reactor during operation is 
satisfied by just one parameter: the appropriate poison concentration. To transform this la'ter 
expression into a condition for the poison concentration we use the following formula for the 
infinite multiplication factor of a node: 

Jt, . „ " ^ „ ( 7 , 
1 

<Vfo + °A + S r 

where i is the node number, Nr, is the fuel concentration in zone i, Np the poison 
concentration that is equal in all nodes, o, the microscopic fission cross section of the fuel, 
at is the fuels microscopic absorption cross section, <rp is the microscopic absorption cross 
section of the poison and Ef is the macroscopic absorption cross section of the rest of the 
materials in the reactor which is assumed to be equal in all nodes. For simplicity of notation, 
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by dividing numerator and denominator by o, and replacing Nfi by f„ Nr by p, voJot by 17, 
EJ/ff. by r and o^ot by a, this expression is transformed to: 

*, - - = - * £ — (B) 
1 f t * op + r 

The analytical result of the critical poison concentration can be used to calculate the 
flux-values in the different nodes and with that the burn up of fuel in the nodes of the core 
as will be shown below. In a timestep dt the fuel bumup of node i is: 

dfi = -oMf^idt. (9) 

We can find time independent relations for the burnup ratios by division of the bumup 
equations i=[2..n] by the bumup equation of node 1: 

We see that the bumup ratios are equal to the power ratios since the power in a node is 
proportional to the fuel density times the flux in a node. If we assume that the reactor is 
operated at constant total power, which is generally the case, then we find from the 
summation of all bumup equations i=[l..n]: 

d[£x + .. +fn] = -oa[tx+x+. • +*A3 d c s ~oaCdt (11) 

which results in a simple linear time dependence for the total amount of fuel. C is a constant 
proportional to the total nuclear power in the core. 

Now we choose the number of nodes n equal to the number of zones in the core 
where the fuel is assumed to have the same bumup (fresh fuel, one cycle burned fuel, two 
cycles burned fuel and so on). This assumption seems quite crude, but the idea is that this 
is sufficient just to compare fuel management strategies. The G-matrix is now a nxn matrix 
determined by the partition of the core in n zones and by the nuclide concentrations in the 
zones. If we now assume that the G-mathx does nol vary during equilibrium cycle bumup 
then the G-matrix is only determined by the partition of the core in n zones and by constant 
nuclide properties. Since a fuel management strategy is specified by the partition of the core 
in zones (zone 1 gets fresh fuel, zone 2 gets once burned fuel and so on), we can 
characterize in the case of a non bumup dependent G-matrix a strategy just by this G-matrix. 
For example, fuel management strategies in a 3 zone reactor are then characterized by a set 
of 9 G-matrix components. 
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With only a few nodes the nodal method as described above allows lots of analytical 
calculations. In this writing a 2 zone reactor with only one burning nuclide, which is the fuel, 
is studied in particular. As an example first a 1 zone reactor is treated. 
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m . Analytical approach« of thfc nodal method 

1. One node theory 

In the case of one node the matrix system describing the reactor reduces to only one 
scalar equation that reads: 

• i • S i A 4>i CM? 

and the criticality condition becomes simply: 

1 Six 

At this moment we see the physical meaning of the G-matrix. The effective multiplication 
factor k=k]PNL is equal to one in a critical system, so gn appears to be equal to the non leak
age probability of node one: the probability that a neutron created in node one finally will 
be absorbed also in node one. 

With our previous expression for the infinite multiplication factor in one node we find 
the critical poison concentration of the system: 

ap = ( n g r ^ - l ) ^ - r . (14) 

We can operate this one zone reactor as long as we need a positive poison concentration p> 0 
to control overreactivity. The cycle ends when p=0, so at EOC (End Of Cycle) the fuel con
centration is: 

f^T) = £ — . (15) 

The numerical value of the cycletime T depends on the power on which the reactor 
is operated. The nuclear power in one node is proportional to the product of the fuel density 
and the neutron flux. The total power in the core is a summation of the powers in the 
separate nodes, in this one node system the total power is equal to the power in the only 
node. Usually reactors are tried to be operated at a constant total power and for that we set 
the total power to a constant C. With that the equation for the burnup of the fuel is: 
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df1 (16) 

This expression gives the solutions for the time dependent fuel and poison concentration in 
this one node system: 

^ ( t ) = ^ ( 0 ) - a jot 

ap(t) = (ilFn-l) [f^Oj-o.Ct] - r. 
(17) 

In figure III. 1 and III.2 the fuel and poison concentration as a function of time are plotted. 
For the cycletime T we find: 

T = a.C 
£x(0) -

nsh-i 
(IB) 

For a one node system we cannot speak about different strategies; all burned fuel is replaced 
by fresh fuel on the end of a cycle. 
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2. Two node theory 

In this case the flux in the reactor is described by the next system of equations: 

•a = S&i*i4i * sr22*2*2-
(19) 

For the two zone system the criticality condition is: 

<i-s>iA> a-g22k2) - g^g^KK = o, (20) 

The infinite multiplication factors are: 

1 f^ap+z ^ 
i)f2 

f,+ap+r 
(21) 

Substituting these we get the following relation between the critical poisoning and the fuel 
concentrations in the zones: 

I - *£**}{ 1* - *£!*) = y*l&, with r JU r J fin 
(22) 

ft 
1 ^ i i - l 

' A 2 f° = Y2 = 
n'ffnSu 

IflTaa*1' (lflTn-1) (1^22-1) 

From this equation we can calculate the critical poisoning at given fuel densities in the zones: 

ccp+r . 
r 

. 1 
2 [-*< I 4 

'^1 
<jj 

+ A 
H f^-I « 

-f*l 
2 

+ 4Y2 AA 
flfl 

(23) 

The relations between f, and f2 at a constant poisoning p are hyperbolas that have their 
intersections with the f, and f2 axes at: 
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A(p,f2=0) . / * ( J 5 K £ ) , f 2 (p , f 1 = 0 ) = 4 ( « ^ £ ) . (24) 

In figure III.3 these hyperboles are plotted for two different values of the poison 
concentration. The curve with p=0 is of particular interest, because only outside this curve 
the reactor can be kept critical by a positive poison concentration. Operation of the reactor 
will take place in this area. The curve with p=0 is called the criiicaliry curve [KIM87]: 

[* - 'B - . . , A*. rT,iM-

Inside the criticality curve the reactor will always be subcritical. 
We can use the expression for the critical poison concentration to calculate the infinite 

multiplication factors k, and k2. We find that for this model of a critical poisoned reactor 
these are only dependent of the ratio of the fuel densities fj/f,. In figure III.4 k, and k2 are 
plotted. The analytical expressions for k, and k2 expressed in f, and f2 at the critical poison 
concentration are quite complicated, but some special points of interest can be indicated 
easily. We see that 0<k, <l/g„ while l/gn^kj>0. When f2=0 only zone 1 can produce 
neutrons and the reactor can be described as a one zone reactor for which we have found 
k, = l/gj,. When f,=0 we find k2=l/gn. 

The flux ratio we can find from one of the two system equations. When the criticality 
condition is exactly satisfied the system equations are similar. If we take the first one the flux 
ratio follows from: 

The result is plotted in figure III.5. When f2=0 we find k, = l/g„ and k2=0 so ø2/£, =g2i/gn 
and when f,=0 we find ^"A^gjj/gn- Knowing this flux ratio as a function of the fuel 
concentrations we have enough information to solve the bumup equation for the two zone 
system: 

* & . - & & . (27) 
df, t£x' 

The solution of the burnup equation we call a burnup trajeaory. When we burn the reactor 
as long as possible the bumup trajectories always end on the criticality curve as is illustrated 
by figure HI.6. 

Figure III.7 shows what can happen when we repeat a fuel management strategy 
several times when zone 1 of the reactor is always loaded with the same fuel concentration 
f,(0). The continuous curve in figure 111,7 repusents three lines per cycle: first burnup to the 
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criticality curve, then interchanging the fuel concentrations of zone 1 to 2 (reflection in the 
line f,=fj) and finally refueling zone 1 with fresh fuel (perpendicular projection on the line 
f,=f.(0)). 

In figure III.7 an equilibrium cycle is reached. The conditions under which this 
happens can be derived from the relation between fi(T), the fuel concentration to which the 
fresh fuel is burned for a certain cycle, as a function of f2(0), the fuel concentration at which 
zone 2 started for the same cycle. This relation is plotted in figure III.8 for various fresh fuel 
concentrations. For an equilibrium cycle holds fi(T}=f2(0) so the equilibrium concentration 
ff(T) is the intersection with the line fi(T)-f2(0). Whether repetative refueling really results 
in an equilibrium cycle depends on the first derivative of f,(T) to f2(0). When at the 
equilibrium point holds: 

df^T) 
dfAQ) 

< 1 (28) 

then the repetative process converges to a one cycle equilibrium. This theorem is illustrated 
by figure III.9. When at the equilibrium point the absolute value of the derivative exceeds 
1 a bifurcation takes place resulting in a two cycle equilibrium, so f,(T) will return to the 
same value each two cycles. With higher values of the first derivative higher order bi
furcations will take place [LAU87]. 
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Figure rv.l: 
empty core. 

Figure IV.2: 
checkerboard loading. 

Figure IV.3-
Centre to Outside Loading. 

Figure F/.4: 
Outside to Centre Loading. 



IV. Representing fuel management strategics bv a G-matrix 

To find out in what range values of the G-matrix are, G-matrices are fitted to 
calculations with the diffusion code CITATION. The cases that are studied are based on the 
data of a small PWR like Borssele: 

1337 MW thermal nuclear power, 
1 group calculations, 
2 zone reactor (3 or 4 zones are more usual, however, we wanted to check the 2 zone 
model), 
homogeneous Kl> poisoning, 
constant l35Xe concentration (equilibrium concentrations of I3SXe vary less than 10% 
as a function of bumup), 
no conversion of any nuclide by neutron absorption, 
only power production by DSTJJ 

only 238U, 'H and natural Zr as parasitic nuclides. 

Figure IV. 1 shows an empty core. In table IV. 1 the concentrations of the non burnup 
dependent nuclides are shown [EPR89]. From these data the reactor parameters TJ, ^ and r 
are calculated and presented in table IV.2. More detailed information about the CITATION -
calculations that have been performed may be found in appendix A of this writing. Three 
different core partitions, shown in figure IV.2, IV.3 and IV.4 are studied: a checkerboard 
loading (SCAT4), a Centre to Outside Loading (COL) and a Outside to Centre Loading 
(OCL). 

Fitting of the G-matrix can be done in lots of different ways. An obvious way is for 
example to get g,, immediately from: 

f ° s Wh- (29) 

which fuel concentration can be easily found by a criticality search with f2=0. Besides, when 
f2=0 the flux ratio is exactly: 

h = Z * (30) 

with which can find g2J. In a similar way g22 and gn can be found. However, this method 
is not very useful for our purposes since we are interested in the G-matrix in a different area 
of the fuel parameter space where O.Ssfj/f, s 1.0 and G is sensitive to the fuel 
concentrations. 

To fit the G-matrix in a desired range of f, and f2 the formula for the flux ratio was 
used: 
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Figure IV.5: 
fitting of gn and g12 for SCAT4. Figure IV.6: 

fitting of g„ and gI2 for COL. 

Figure IV. 7: 
fitting of g22 and g2, for OCL. 



£ • ^ V C3i) 
• l * "922*2 

from which we can derive the following expression: 

^ - ^ • S u i T T - t 3 2 ) 

Since k„ k2 and 4>J4h.al any P°int (fn Q can be found from criticality searches to p we can 
find ga and g,2 by fitting a straight line to a set of points (k,^,/k202, 1/k,). When we 
interchange the subscripts 1 and 2 in the latter expression we obtain a linear expression for 
the other two components of the G-matrix. Since the intersection with the vertical axis is of 
special interest since it is either g,t or %n it was decided to rather use data with flux ratios 
smaller than 1 to make the extrapolation distance to the vertical axis as small as possible. 

G of a checkerboard strategy 
With a checkerboard loading (see figure IV.2) zone 1 and 2 are equivalent and for 

that we expect the G-matrix to be so symmetrical that g,, =gn and gi2=g2i- The fuel densities 
at which the G-matrix was fitted was chosen such that always one zone contained PWR fresh 
fuel (about 3% enriched). From six more or less equidistant points in the range 0.5 < fj/f, < 1 
the infinite multiplication factors k, and k2 were calculated and a simple least square fitting 
was exersized (see figure IV.S). The result of the fitting was: 

(0.845 0.143] ( 3 3 ) 
GscAT U.143 0.845J-

G of COL and OCL strategies 
The G-matrix of the COL and the OCL (see figures IV.3 and IV.4) are closely 

related; one strategy is like the other strategy with all indices 1 and 2 interchanged. In this 
case 4 parameters were fitted from the calculated points from figures IV.6 and IV.7. The 
result was: 

_/o.974 0.024\ (0.918 0.026^ ( 3 4 j 
G<XL ' lo.026 0.918J' o c t * i o . 0 2 4 0.974,1' 
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Nuclide 

>H 
"JXe 

nat. Zr 

Density (lO^cnv3) 

7.3803*lO3 

2.6872*10* 
3.0000*10' 
4.3634*10' 

' — — — , „ . - „ . - . . -—1 

Table IV.l: 
nuclide densities of parasitic absorbers. 

2.015 
6.608 

1.300*lO,*10Mcnv3 

Table TV.2: 
reactor parameters. 

I CITATION 

I SCAT4 
COL 
OCL 

EQU2 

SCAT4 
COL 

f?(T) (lO^cm3) 

1.51*10-* 
1.35*10* 
1.49*10* 

1.479*10* 
1.321*10"* 
1.470*10* 

f2(T) (102*cm3) 

1.11*10* 
1.24*10* 
1.22*10* 

1.108*10* 
1.221*10* 
1.243*10* 

T*(d) 

204 
182 
185 

204.6 
185.3 
181.4 

Table TV.3: 
equilibrium concentrations and cycletime calculated with CITATION and EQU2. 

CITATION 

SCAT4 
COL 
OCL 

EQU2 

SCAT4 
COL 
OCL 

P2/P, BOC 

0.422 
0.043 
0.182 

0.385 
0.049 
0.107 

Pj/P, EOC 

0.557 
0.279 
0.545 

0.530 
0.235 
0.608 

<P2/P,> 

0.506 
0.116 
0.333 

0.452 
0.102 
0.273 

Table IV.4: 
equilibrium cycle power ratios calculated with CITATION and EQU2. 



Equilibrium cycle calculations 
Asa check the equilibrium cycles of the three described fuel management strategies 

were calculated both with CITATION and with the analytical nodal method for 2 nodes using 
the 2x2 G-matrices (the program EQU2) found for the different strategies. The results are 
presented in table IV.3 and IV.4. 
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Appendix A: CITATION input files 

In this appendix a typical example of ai input files that was used in this study is 
discribed. It is the case of a 2 zone checkerboard loading that is burned to the bitter end. 
Some comment on the different sections: 

section 001: 
section 002: 

section 003: 
section 020: 
section 028: 
section 036: 

reference to a burnup case, 
criticality search at the start of each time step of 10 days. The reactor operates 
at 1337MW nuclear power. Zone average fluxes and nuclide densities are 
printed after each time step, 
xyz-geometry, 
the list of nuclide concentrations, 
criticality search on 10B, 
causes burnup removal of M,U. 

AM 



Checking the nodal method with a 2 zone Borsele-like PWR 
111222333444555666777888999000111222333444555666777888999000111222333444 
001 

0 
0 

0 
1 

0 
0 0 

0 
0 

999999999999999 

003 
0 

004 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 

005 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

012 
1 
2 
3 

018 
10 
020 

1 

1000 

2 0 

.0 

0 
0.0001 

43. 

43. 

3 
3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 

1 
2 
3 

1 

0 

30 

.0 

.0 
33333 
30 .0 
33333 
266 

3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 

1 
1 
1 

12 

0 

.2 

3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 

1 
1 
1 

0 

11 

4 
4 
4 
4 

3 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0. 

43. 

43. 

3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0.001 

0 0 
00001 

33333 
30 .0 

33333 
30 

3 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 

0 
0 
0 

37 

.0 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

0 
0 
0 

1 

0 

4 

4 

0. 

1 0 0 
0 0 1 

1E30 

0 0 0 

1337. 

43.33333 

43.33333 

1 MWD/kg 
10. MWD/kg 
reflector 

1 78 58 

0 

0 

4 

4 

0 

0 
0.0001 

43.33333 

43.33333 

0 

4 43 

4 43 

0 

60 30 

.33333 

.33333 

0 

60 

4 

4 

0 

30 

43. 

43. 

0 

60120 

33333 

33333 

10 1.5090-4 12 7.3803-3 78 0.0OE-05 1 2.6872-2 58 3.0000-9 37 4.3634-3 

2 2 0 0 
10 1.1140-4 12 7.3803-3 78 0.00E-05 

3 3 0 0 
1 4.8700-2 78 0.0000-5 

1 2.6872-2 58 3.0000-9 37 4.3634-3 

028 
1 2999 

1.0000000EOO 
1 10 

999 



Appendix B: discription of a two zone nodal code 

Since the bumup differential equation from the 2 node theory appeared to be too 
complicated to solve analytically, a small program was written for simulation. In this 
appendix the source of this program is given and also an example of an input file. 

A2-1 



program equ2 

c Programma om de burnup van een 2 zone reactor te simuleren. 
c De fluxen worden berekend net de nodale methode voor 2 zones. 
c De reactor data staan in ANA2.INP 
c 

(C) AJ, 1992 

C-START INLEZEN 
open(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read;11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
read(11 
close(ll) 
flO • r / 
f20 = r / 

EN OHREKENEK REACTOR DATA-
file='equ2.inp',status='old') 
*) 

eta,alpha,r *) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 
*) 

nz 

gii,gi2 

g2l,g22 

ptot 

wf,cnu 

fls,f2s,dfl 

n 
(eta*gll-l) 
(eta*g22-l) 

gam = eta**2 * gl2*g2l/( 
ptot - 2 * ptot 

Ic-END INLEZEN EN OMREKENEN REACTOR DATA-

(eta*gll-l)*(eta*g22-l) ) 

open (12, f i le==' equ2. out', status«' new') 
write(5,*)'fl f2 ttot 
write(12,*)'fl f2 ttot 

c-START OF BURNUP LOOP-
fl - fls 
f2 • f2s 
nstep=0 
somp21=0.0 

100 continue 
X2p = -(fl/flO + f2/f20) 
x2q = (1.0-garo)*(fl*f2)/(fl0*f20) 
call X2(x2p,x2q,x2yl,x2y2) 
cp = r * (x2y2 - l.o) / alpha 
if (cp.le.O) goto 200 
ckl = eta*fl / 

> (fl + alpha*cp + r) 
ck2 - eta*f2 / 

> (f2 + alpha*cp + r) 
phi21 - g2i*ckl / (l.0-g22*ck2) 
p2l = phi21 * f2/fi 
if (fl.eq.fls) p21boc=p21 
df2 - dfl * p21 
fl = fl-dfl 
f2 = f2-df2 
nstep=nstep+l 

p21boc 
p21boc 

p21eoc 
p21eoc 

<p21>' 
<p21>' 



somp21=somp21+p21 
goto 100 

200 continue 
if (n.eq.O) goto 300 
ttot = (1.6E-13*lE24/86400.0) * 

> (wf/ptot)*(eta/cnu) * (fIs+f2s-fl-f2) 
p21gem=somp21/nstep 
vrite(5,' (6(lp,el0.3) )') fl,f2,ttot,p21boc,p21,p21gein 
write(12,'(6(lp,el0.3))') fi,f2,ttot,p21boc,p21,p21gem 

c -START OF REFUELING-
f2s -= fl 
fl = flS 
f2 = f2s 

C -END OF REFUELING-
n=n-l 
nstep=0 
somp21=0.0 

goto 100 
300 continue 

C-END OF BURNUP LOOP 

close(12) 

end 

c — — — 
c Subroutine x2(p,g,yl,y2) die de 2-de graadsvergelijking 
c 
c 2 
c x + px + q = 0 
c 
c oplost, d.w.z. alleen de reele oplossingen vindt. De oplossingen 
c zijn: 
c 
c yl,y2. 
c 
c Als de oplossingen yl en y2 complex zijn, dan 
c worden ze in deze subroutine 0.0 gesteld. 
c _ _ - - — — — _ ---.-

subroutine x2(p,g,yl,y2) 

discr - p**2 - 4*q 

if (discr.ge.0.0) goto 100 
yl = 0.0 
y2 = 0.0 
goto 999 

100 continue 
yl = -( p + sqrt(discr) ) / 2.0 
y2 = -( p - sqrt(discr) ) / 2.0 

999 end 
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